Perfusion alters free zinc levels in the rodent brain.
Fixation of brain tissue is a common practice which allows preservation of tissue and aids in preventing structural and chemical abnormalities. However, fixation procedures may disrupt the levels of biometals such as zinc when compared to tissue that is fresh-frozen. Thus, we sought to determine if any differences in free-zinc levels exist between perfused and fresh-frozen tissue. Zinc is an essential biometal critical for cellular communication and memory and exists in both bound and free forms; the latter playing critical roles in synaptic communication. New method: C57BL/6 J mice were divided into two water types: those given lab water and those given water supplemented with 10 ppm zinc carbonate. Perfusion was carried out with 4% paraformaldehyde on half of the animals in each water group to assess the impact on levels of free Zn as measured through Zinpyr-1 fluorescence. There were significant differences in Zn fluorescence values between Zn-supplemented and lab water groups as well as between perfused and fresh-frozen tissues in the dentate gyrus and CA3 regions of the hippocampus, regions critical in learning & memory. Comparison with existing methods: These results show that when determining a method for euthanasia, any future histological techniques involving assessment of metal content should first be considered. Researchers must be cautious with the way in which tissue is collected and treated since this can lead to misleading conclusions when linking changes in behavior and relative levels of trace metals.